Die Maintenance Table

Ensures absolutely fast and efficient maintenance on dies for the brickmaking industry
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The MMT is a versatile table giving full access to all sides of the die to facilitate the maintenance process. This table allows one person to turn and position the die as many times as required in a few minutes to ensure fast and efficient maintenance.

ZMB BRAUN custom design the table dimensions according to each customer’s die requirements. This ensures that one table will function with all dies a customer is expecting to use and the table is fully portable and can be easily relocated within the plant.

**Key Features**

1. Blickle-guide rollers Ø 125 mm
2. SKF-pillar block bearings
3. Norelem-Push-Pull Clamps
4. Mädler handwheel Ø 250 mm
5. Mädler worm gear
6. Swivel Feet
7. star grip
8. bogie
9. base frame